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Extensive two-dimensional Langevin dynamics simulations are used to determine the effect of steady shear
flows on the crystal nucleation kinetics of charge stabilized colloids and colloids whose pair potential possess
an attractive shallow well of a few kBT’s attractive colloids. Results show that in both types of systems small
amounts of shear speeds up the crystallization process and enhances the quality of the growing crystal signifi-
cantly. Moderate shear rates, on the other hand, destroy the ordering in the system. The very high shear rate
regime where a reentering transition to the ordered state could exist is not considered in this work. In addition
to the crystal nucleation phenomena, the analysis of the transport properties and the characterization of the
steady state regime under shear are performed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The kinetics of crystallization in colloidal systems is rel-
evant to a large number of technological and medical appli-
cations in addition to their importance as a fundamental
problem in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. The ability
to control the rate of crystallization and the final morphology
of crystals formed is crucial in many technological applica-
tions. A better control could lead, for instance, to more effi-
cient nanostructured photonic materials 1–3 and improved
pharmaceutical products 4. In addition, a better determina-
tion of the crystal structure of proteins 5, or a better control
of protein aggregation would be important in the treatment of
diseases such as sickle cell anaemia or cataract 6–8 among
others.
The active control of crystallization of colloids using ex-
ternal fields has been the subject of a large number of stud-
ies: Acoustic 9, hydrodynamic 10, gravitational 11;
electric and magnetic fields, optical tweezers, as well as
shear for a review see Refs. 12–16. In particular, studies
of shear flows imposed on systems that exhibit order-
disorder transitions have led to the discovery of several
shear-induced phase transitions: Shear-induced melting
17,18, phase segregation, liquid-crystal transitions, and
shear-induced ordering 19,20. These nonequilibrium transi-
tions are of fundamental interest and essential to understand
phenomena such as wear and lubrication 21. The effect of
shear in systems confined between parallel plates, and the
relaxation back to equilibrium from a sheared steady state
has been addressed recently 22–25.
The effect of shear flow on the ordering of colloidal sys-
tems has recently been reviewed by Vermant et al. 26. It
turns out that while the effects of high shear rates on crys-
tallization are quite well understood, a thorough understand-
ing of the role that moderate and low shear rates play on
order-disorder transitions is still lacking. For example, the
off-critical part of the gas-liquid spinodal of colloids has
been predicted to displace linearly with the shear rate 27,
but the question of whether shear increases or decreases the
spinodal temperature remains open and seems to depend on
the nature of each specific system. Several experiments
28–33 have suggested that shearing can promote or speed
up the crystallization process in colloids, while other experi-
ments report shear to hamper 34,35, or do not make a sig-
nificant influence on crystallization 36. In numerical simu-
lations where charge-stabilized colloidal systems interacting
via a repulsive Yukawa pair potential have been used
37,38, the main conclusions are that shear suppresses crys-
tal nucleation for small and moderate shear rates. Very re-
cently, Mokshin-Barrat 39 have reported moderate amounts
of shear to enhance the degree of order in their molecular
dynamics simulations of glassy systems where particles in-
teract via a repulsive potential shifted Lennard-Jones poten-
tial. On the other hand, a recent theoretical study has pre-
dicted that in typical crystallization systems, the
enhancement of transport to the emerging nucleus due to
shear flow is negligible when compared to pure diffusion
40.
In order to shed light on these seemingly contradictory
results, an exhaustive numerical study of the nucleation pro-
cesses that take place at low to moderate shear rates in col-
loidal systems is performed in this paper. The study covers
two major categories of colloids in terms of the overall effect
of the effective pair potentials: Repulsive colloids and attrac-
tive colloids. In this paper charged-stabilized colloids inter-
acting via a Yukawa pair potential 13,17,37,38 have been
selected as a model for repulsive colloids in which crystalli-
zation occurs at high densities, while the prototype of a
short-range attractive model considered here is the Asakura-
Oosawa-Vrij potential 41 in depletion-driven colloids.
The effect of shear on attractive colloidal systems has
received considerable recent attention. Several theoretical
models devoted to the behavior of aggregates under shear
have been developed 42–45. The rheology and properties
of clusters in the steady state have been addressed using
sticky particle simulations 46, pair-drag simulations
47,48, and experiments 49. Further studies include both
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anisotropic see Ref. 50 for a review and isotropic inter-
actions 42–44,47–49,51,52 and simulations in the presence
of explicit solvent molecules 53. Transformations induced
by shear on gel-like aggregates of attractive colloids have
also been studied using Brownian dynamics 54 and Stoke-
sian simulations 55. Despite previous studies though, the
kinetics of the crystallization process in attractive colloids is
still not well understood. In this paper, polymer-driven deple-
tion colloids has been selected as a model to study the kinet-
ics of crystallization under shear.
Our main results are the following. At low shear rates,
shear flow is observed to enhance and speed up the process
of crystal nucleation in both repulsive and attractive colloidal
systems, while for moderately large shear rates crystal nucle-
ation is suppressed. For repulsive colloids, this latter result is
in agreement with previous numerical studies 17,37,39.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II
Langevin dynamics algorithm used to study both attractive
and repulsive colloidal models is discussed. In Sec. III model
and results for repulsive colloids are presented, while in Sec.
IV attractive colloids are studied. Finally, Sec. V concludes
with a summary of our work.
II. NUMERICAL MODEL
In our two-dimensional 2D model a shear flow is intro-
duced along the x direction while the y axis corresponds to
the gradient direction. The solvent is implicitly represented
by a local friction coefficient and random force acting on the
particles. The equation of motion for the colloidal particles
under shear is approached by the following Langevin equa-
tion 56:
mr¨i = − Ui − r˙i + Wit + yi − L2eˆx, 1
where Ui is the pair-interaction potential,  is the friction
coefficient acting on the colloidal particles, and eˆx is the unit
vector along the x axis. Wit describes the random force
acting on each colloidal particle, and is set to be a Gaussian
white noise with zero mean that satisfies the 2D fluctuation-
dissipation relation: Wit ·W jteq=4kBTrefijt− t,
where ¯eq denotes averaging over an equilibrium en-
semble, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Tref is the refer-
ence temperature. In order to model shear flow, an external
force along the flow direction yi−
L
2  has been imposed,
being L the system size, and 	˙, where ˙ is the shear
flow rate that we aim to obtain. Our tests show that the
addition of this force produces a steady shear flow with rate
˙, and a mean velocity given by
v˜xy 	 lim
y→0
vxiy,y+y = ˙y − L2 , 2
where vxiy,y+y means that for a given value of the y
coordinate, all the particles in the system with their y coor-
dinate lying in the interval y ,y+y have been considered
to perform the average. All distances, masses, and times are
expressed in reduced units L /, M /m, t /, where  and m
are the particle diameter and mass, respectively for conve-
nience we set =1 and m=1, and = m /kBTref1/2 again
for convenience we take kBTref=1.
Langevin equations 1 have been integrated using the
third-order algorithm of van Gunsteren–Berendsen BDGB
57, which allows us to use larger time steps than other
usual algorithms see discussion in 57. Hydrodynamic in-
teractions resulting from the solvent motion are ignored free
draining limit. Despite the fact that a complete understand-
ing of sheared suspensions requires a full treatment of the
many-body hydrodynamic interactions, we argue that at least
a good qualitative insight into the effects of shear in the
crystallization process is still possible using the free draining
limit 19,38. Nonetheless, hydrodynamic interactions are
expected to increase in importance when shear rates are high,
and conclusions derived from free draining simulations in
the high shear rates regime must be considered with care.
Furthermore, at high shear rates, the introduction of a linear
force yi−
L
2  in the Langevin equations 1 to mimic shear
effects on colloidal particles could not represent the correct
physics. Although discrete particle simulations with explicit
solvent would be ideal to solve those problems, they are
extremely demanding computationally. Mesoscale hydrody-
namics simulations 58,59 lattice Boltzmann, dissipative
particle dynamics, multiparticle collision dynamics although
reduce considerably the computer effort with respect to ex-
plicit solvent simulations, unfortunately still are out of our
computational capabilities for the system sizes we aim to
study.
Periodic boundary conditions are imposed along the flow
direction x, where Lees-Edwards boundary conditions
LEbc 60 are used along the gradient direction y. The
BDGB algorithm used in this work does not require the cal-
culation of velocities, which allows us to save computer
time, nonetheless this implies that LEbc must be adapted in
our simulations see the Appendix. Special care has been
taken to ensure that the implementation of the algorithm, as
well as the choice of the time step dt leads to fluctuating part
of the velocity distributions that do not depend on the dis-
tance of the particles to the boundaries, i.e., the velocity dis-
tribution of particles located between y and y+y does not
depend on the value of y once v˜xy has been subtracted.
Further details of the simulations are given in Secs. III and
IV.
Both repulsive and attractive colloidal Langevin dynamics
simulations are performed using a friction coefficient 
=0.5 which leads to a free diffusion coefficient Do
2.35.
The Deborah number is defined as De	 ˙o, where o
	2 / 4Do
0.106 is the time required for a particle to dif-
fuse a distance  in absence of shear and any other particles.
III. CHARGE STABILIZED COLLOIDS
A. System description
Although our study is confined to two dimensions, we
often compare our results with the previous work by Butler-
Harrowell BH 17,38 carried out in three dimensions 3D.
We consider a system of linear size L=64 containing Np
=4096 colloidal particles corresponding to a number density
of particles equal to unity in analogy to BH simulations.
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Particles interact via screened Coulomb or Yukawa pair po-
tential
Ur =
VO
r
e−	r, 3
where the inverse Debye length is set to 	=3.1, and the
cutoff radius is rcut=8 /	 as in the BH study. VO is varied in
order to tune the degree of repulsion of the Yukawa interac-
tion. When VO increases the effective particle size increases
and therefore the effective volume fraction also increases.
Yukawa repulsive colloids are know to show a order-disorder
transition when the reduced temperature T=VO / kBTref is
increased 38. In our simulations we maintain kBTref=1, and
to study the transition we increase the value of the potential
parameter V0 Eq. 3. The equivalences with the reduced
temperature defined in the Butler-Harrowell study, TBH
	
6kBT
VO are the following: Initial system equilibration in BH is
performed at TBH=0.04, equivalent to VO=150kBT in our
model; the melting temperature found by BH in their 3D
systems is TBH=0.002 56, equivalent to setting VO=250kBT
in our model.
It should be mentioned that our aim is to study how shear
affects the transition. Although by changing the number den-
sity of particles within the crystallization regime the tran-
sition will occur at different reduced temperatures and the
time of the kinetics will be different, we do not expect our
conclusions to depend on the exact chosen value of the par-
ticle density. For this reason, all our simulations are per-
formed at the same particle number density as in the study of
BH.
The time step needed to ensure the fluctuating part of the
velocity profile to be independent of the position of the par-
ticle along the y direction decreases with increasing either V0
or the shear rate ˙. For ˙=0 typical values used in simula-
tions are in the range dt 5
10−3 ,5
10−4 for VO
 10,2000. For VO=2000, the range of time steps used is
dt 5
10−4 ,5
10−6 for ˙ 0,5.
In order to study how shear affects the kinetics of the
transition, it is convenient that the initial conformation at t
=0 corresponds to a disordered state. The initial conforma-
tions are obtained using a standard Monte Carlo program as
follows: Particles are distributed randomly inside the system,
and random velocities following Maxwell distribution are
assigned to the particles. The system is subsequently ther-
malized during 1000 reduced time units at zero shear rate
˙=0, and VO=10 BH used V0=100 in their thermalization
protocol. As we will see later, VO=10 leads to very disor-
dered systems, and constitutes an adequate starting point to
study the transition. It should be remarked that the thermal-
ization must be performed at VO0 using a Monte Carlo
program to prevent the problem that if two particles are very
close in a random conformation, the time step needed to
integrate correctly the Langevin equations is almost zero.
Several tests performed using different values of VO during
the thermalization showed that almost no differences exist in
the temporal evolution of the observables when VO100.
Once thermalization has ended, we set t=0 and the Langevin
dynamics starts using the desired V0 and shear rate ˙ values.
The steady mean velocity profile Eq. 2 is reached in a
short period of time compared to the times relevant for the
formation of a crystal nucleus. No differences were observed
on the relevant scales of the temporal evolution of the ob-
servables when at t=0 an initial velocity profile similar to
Eq. 2 was imposed to the particles.
In order to determine the degree of order exhibited in this
Yukawa repulsive colloidal model, the global orientation or-
der parameters nt are used. These parameters are defined
as
nt 	  1Npj=1Np n,jt , 4
where n,j is the n-fold bond orientation order parameter
given by
n,jt 	
1
njt

k=1
nj
expin jkt , 5
where i	−1,  jkt is the angle at time t that the relative
position vector of particles j, k r jk=r j −rk forms with the x
axis, and njt is the number of nearest neighbors of particle
j at time t. A particle i is considered to be a nearest neighbor
of particle j if rij1.4 which ensures that only the first
shell of surrounding neighbors of a given particle will be
taken into account provided that in the system under study
the mean distance between neighboring particles is roughly
. The brackets ft imply that the function ft has been
averaged over the conformations at time t obtained from 20
to 50 runs with different initial conformations. Orientation
order parameters for n 1,8 have been computed, al-
though a posteriori it has been observed that due to the rela-
tive distribution of particles in the ordered phase, 6t is
enough to characterize the behavior of the systems under
study.
A second measure of order used in our study closely
following BH is the time evolution of the maximum of the
qy-averaged structure factor It defined as
It 	 Imaxt , 6
Imaxt 	 maxSqx,qy,tqy , 7
where ¯qy implies that the structure factor Sqx ,qy , t has
been averaged along the reciprocal gradient direction qy
leading to a function Sqx , t from which the maximum at
each instant is determined by averaging over the conforma-
tions at time t obtained from 20 to 50 runs with different
initial conditions.
It should be remarked that the initial conformations ob-
tained at VO=10, clearly correspond to what we call a disor-
dered state because the structure factors of the samples do
not exhibit pronounced Bragg peaks. Thus It is very small,
and the orientational order parameter 6t is almost zero.
Instead, for VO300 the systems exhibit very pronounced
Bragg peaks large values of It and an the order parameter
6t is large. Therefore, we refer to those systems as or-
dered systems.
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B. Results for dense charge stabilized colloids
Figure 1 shows several snapshots of final conformations
for different values of VO=250,300,2000 both in the pres-
ence and absence of shear flow. For the sake of clarity only
about 1 /10th of the system area is shown. Snapshots a, b
and c illustrate the order-disorder transition observed at
zero shear, ˙=0. Snapshot c shows the existence of poly-
crystalline domains even at VO=2000. In Fig. 1, snapshots
d, e, and f show typical steady state conformations for
VO=2000 and for three different shear rates ˙=10−3 ,0.2, and
0.4 respectively. A comparison among snapshots c, d, e,
and f points out the existence of an optimum shear rate for
which the ordering is maximum snapshot d. A quantita-
tive analysis is performed by measuring the temporal evolu-
tion of nt and It Fig. 2. A transition order-disorder
occurs around VO
c 250–300, which is roughly the same
value at which the transition was observed for 3D systems in
the simulations performed by Butler-Harrowell 38. Above
VO
c the system exhibits typical features of a highly correlated
system and the degree of ordering increases with VO.
Whereas below VO
c the system remains in low ordered con-
formations similar to liquid-gas states, for VOVO
c the analy-
sis of the different orientation parameter orders nt shows
that the system adopts conformations close to a HCP crystal,
and 6t is the most relevant quantity to follow the tempo-
ral evolution of the degree of order in the system. The inset
in Fig. 2 shows the evolution of 6t with time for different
values of VO. Results are similar to the ones observed using
It. It should be noticed that the degree of ordering grows
with time but tends to saturate at long times. This final pla-
teau indicates that the system has reached a stationary state
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FIG. 1. Snapshots of conformations in the steady state both in the absence and presence of shear. For the sake of clarity, only about
1 /10th of the system is shown. The particle number density is chosen to be the same for all snapshots. a, b, and c correspond to zero
shear rates and VO=250,300,2000, respectively, and illustrate the order-disorder transition observed at zero shear rate, ˙=0. Notice in c
a defect boundary that indicates the existence of at least two different domains polycrystalline system. Snapshots d, e, and f
correspond to VO=2000 and shear rates ˙=0.001,0.2,0.4, respectively. A maximum degree of order is observed in snapshot d clearly
indicating the existence of an optimal shear rate for maximum ordering.
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FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of It observable related to the
degree of order in the sample, see text in nonsheared systems for
different strength of the Yukawa potential VO. Order is character-
ized here using the measure It, see definition in the text. A tran-
sition from a disordered to an ordered system is observed at VO
c
250–300. The inset shows temporal evolution of order using the
orientation order parameter 6t.
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in which the averaged observables do not further evolve in
time. The ordering increases with VO although perfect order-
ing of the system is not achieved even for VO much larger
than VO
c probably due to the formation of polycrystalline do-
mains as observed in Fig. 1 snapshot c. It should be noticed
that the obtaining of a perfect order could be hampered by
the square geometry of the simulation box used in this work,
which cannot fit a perfect triangular lattice. Although, as Fig.
1d shows, the square geometry of the simulation box does
not prevent the formation of monodomains with particles in
positions slightly distorted from a perfect triangular lattice.
The kinetics of the order-disorder transition changes when
the system is sheared. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution
of the degree of order in the system using It plots a, b,
c and the orientation order parameter 6t plot d for
VO=300,600,2000. Results show that when VO is increased
low shear rates help to speed-up the order-disorder transition,
and for an optimal shear rate a larger degree of crystallinity
is observed when compared to nonsheared systems solid
circles. These effects can be understood in terms of the dual
role that shear plays on the ordering of the system. On the
one hand, low shear rates can help to break the diffusion
barrier between different crystal domains, remove bound-
aries, and merge them into larger crystals. This favorable
effect of shear is expected to be more noticeable if Brownian
diffusion is small compared to the diffusion induced by
shear, i.e., at large values of the potential parameter VO. On
the other hand, high shear rates distort and finally destroy
large crystals due to the imposed mechanical stress. This
negative effect of shear is more important for low values of
VO as softer potentials would lead to a smaller effective ex-
clude volume and, as a consequence, the entropic force that
maintains the crystal cohesion is reduced and cannot effec-
tively oppose to the mechanical stress imposed by shear.
It should be also noted in Fig. 3 that by increasing the
shear rate beyond the optimal values, shear effectively de-
stroys the transition from disordered to ordered states as ob-
served previously in the work of BH. In their work, BH
tested systems at VO600 with Deborah numbers larger than
De0.01, which roughly corresponds to ˙0.1 in our
simulations. A clear agreement is observed for those shear
rates between BH and our results. The evolution of the
disorder-order transition can be also measured using the or-
der parameter 6t. Plot d in Fig. 3 shows the temporal
evolution of 6t for several shear rates at VO=2000. Re-
sults are similar to the ones obtained using It, although the
system continues with arrangements to further increase the
degree of order. Note also that the rate of ordering at zero
shear rates is much smaller than those for the optimal shear
rates. Thus, low shear rates provide a clear advantage of
promoting a higher degree of crystallization in a short period
of time whereas higher shear rates hamper the ordering of the
system. These results are consistent with the experimental
work of Holmqvist et al. 31 where the crystal growth rate
for a given concentration of charged colloids was found to
exhibit a maximum as a function of shear rate. Remarkably,
Mokshin-Barrat 39, in their recent work with shifted
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FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the degree of order for different values of VO and shear rates ˙. The plots a, b, and c correspond to
the evolution of the order parameter It for VO=300,600,2000, respectively. d shows the evolution of the orientation order parameter
6t for VO=2000. Approximated Deborah numbers for these systems can be obtained using the rule De ˙ /10 see text.
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Lennard-Jones particles, have also reported small amounts of
shear to enhance the degree of order in the system.
Analysis of the behavior of the diffusion coefficient along
the gradient direction Dy allows us a further characterization
of these sheared systems. The diffusion coefficient Dy is
computed via the mean-squared displacement of the particles
as
yt − yto2traj = 2Dyt − to , 8
where ¯traj stands for the average over the different trajec-
tories. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the diffusion coef-
ficient Dy on the shear rate ˙. In all our simulations, shear is
observed to enhance diffusion although we have observed
previously that the crystalline order in the systems is en-
hanced at low shear rates. At low shear rates, a regime with
power law Dy ˙0.7 is observed for VOVO
c
. On the other
hand, at larger shear rates a different power-law regime with
Dy ˙2 is observed. The two regimes observed in the nu-
merical simulations can be compared with the predictions of
a theoretical model similar to the one used by Breedveld-
Levine BL 61. Here, the original three-dimensional BL
model has been straightforwardly adapted to the two-
dimensional geometry of our problem. The theoretical model
does not allow us to predict absolute values for the diffusion
coefficient Dy, but a quick estimation of the behavior of Dy
as a function of ˙ is possible. Our analysis shows that the BL
model predicts at low shear rates a regime Dy ˙0.7 in both
two and three dimensions. This prediction is in remarkable
agreement with the behavior observed in Fig. 4. When shear
is gradually increased in the theoretical model, a short pla-
teau followed by a slight decrease of Dy occurs before the
onset to a different power-law regime given by Dy ˙. In
our simulations Fig. 4 no plateau is observed and Dy ˙2
for larger shear rates. Although the nature of the mismatch
between the model and simulations at large shear rates is
unknown, we note that in simulations the crossover regime
roughly occurs in the range of shear rates at which the solid
phase melts away. At high shear rates the diffusion is ex-
pected to be basically the diffusion of the disordered fluid.
The inset of Fig. 4 shows the behavior of Dy with the shear
rate for VO=100. In those systems in which solid phase is
absent independently of the applied shear rate, a power-law
˙2 similar to the case VOVO
c is observed for shear rates
large enough. As expected in all the systems, in the limit ˙
→0, an asymptotic decay towards the zero shear diffusion
constant Dy˙=0,VO is observed. When VO increases, the
free mobility of the particles is reduced, and for VOVO
c the
decay to the zero shear diffusion constant occurs at shear
rates much lower that those depicted in Fig. 4. This
asymptotic plateau when ˙→0 should not to be confused
with the plateau predicted by the BL model at moderate
shear rates.
IV. DEPLETION-DRIVEN COLLOIDS
The aim of this section is the study of attractive colloids,
namely, those which pair potential has an attractive well
which depth is no larger than a few kBT’s. In order to study
this kind of colloidal system we have chosen as a represen-
tative example, the Asakura-Oosawa-Vrij AOV potential
41 which has proved to be useful to mimic 3D polymer-
depletion driven colloidal systems when the volume fraction
of colloids is low enough. We should remark that our aim is
not to study the specific case of three-dimensional polymer
depletion-driven systems via the Asakura-Oosawa-Vrij ap-
proach, but use AOV potential to obtain conclusions that
might be representative to the common behavior of colloidal
systems interacting via shallow short-ranged attractive po-
tentials at the same time that it allows us to link easily our
work to previous colloidal studies using the same kind of
potential 62–64.
A. System description
A pair-interaction potential U consisting of two contribu-
tions is assumed: The Asakura-Oosawa-Vrij potential 41
UAO plus a repulsive inverse power interaction Uhc given
by the following expressions:
Urij = UAOrij + Uhcrij , 9
UAOrij
kBT
= 3P23 1 + 2rij − rij
3
3
−
21 + 3
3  for rij  1 +  ,
0 for rij  1 +  ,

10
Uhcrij
kBT
= rij
−n
, 11
where rij = ri−r j is the relative distance between particles.
The total pair potential U=UAO+Uhc passes through a mini-
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FIG. 4. Diffusion coefficient along the gradient direction Dy as a
function of the shear rate in a log-log plot. Dashed, dotted, and solid
lines with slopes 0.7, 1, and 2, respectively, are introduced to pro-
vide guidance to the eye. Results are observed to agree with the
form predicted by Breedveld and Levine for low to moderate shear
rates but not for large shear rates. The inset shows the diffusion
coefficient Dy for V0=100 a system that does not show a transition
to an ordered phase, see Fig. 2.
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mum value Um which is related to the parameter P. Thus,
the parameters  and P control the scope and depth of the
attractive well created by the depletion-driven interaction
see Table I. In our simulations =0.1 as in previous work
63,64. Thus the interaction is quite short ranged and is
cutoff at a reduced distance of 1.1c, where c= is the
monomer diameter. For completeness, it should be recalled
that in the original context of polymer-depletion driven col-
loidal systems, the parameter  would correspond to the size-
ratio between a polymer chain and a colloidal particle, while
P is the polymer volume fraction. In the inverse power
repulsive interaction given by Eq. 11, the exponent has
been set to n=36. Exponents n36 are reported 66 to lead
to anomalies when a hard-core mimic is required in the po-
tential. The area fraction of particles is set to fv
0.157. In
sheared systems, in order to ensure independence of the re-
sults, with respect to the box size, preliminary simulations
using different length boxes L=128,256,512,1024 have
been initially performed at different shear rates. It has been
observed that for L256, results are independent of the box
size. Therefore the usual length of the system is set to L
=256 which corresponds to Np=13 107 particles in the sys-
tem. Nonetheless, in several cases, for deep quenches and
low shear rates, simulations of length L=512,1024 have
been used in order to ensure accurate statistics at large times.
Time steps range from dt=10−3 at zero shear to dt=10−4 for
˙=1.
At zero shear rate, the transition from a single dispersed-
phase to a two-phase coexistence is observed in the present
model when the system is quenched to UmUc being, Uc

−3.130kBT. In that case, a phase separation process starts
and homogeneous cluster nucleation is observed. At late
times, large round shaped clusters coexist with a sea of
monomers and some small aggregates 64. Colloidal par-
ticles are arranged in a hexagonal packing inside such clus-
ters. By increasing Um further, i.e., deep into the two-phase
region, fractal clusters are obtained at late times 64. Here,
the interfacial responsible for the surface reorganization of
monomers is almost frozen and the cluster shape results
mainly from random cluster-cluster collisions as in a tradi-
tional diffusion-limited cluster-cluster aggregation DLCA
or reaction-limited cluster-cluster aggregation RLCA mod-
els. However, even for this well depth, the aggregates show
hexagonal closed-packed crystalline ordering at short length
scales while displaying a ramified fractal nature at larger
length scales. In the present work several quenches into the
two phase region are studied, Um=3.2,3.3,3.5 shallow
quenches and Um=7,15 deep quenches. These values of
Um are selected to be representative examples of systems
displaying compact and fractal clusters at zero shear rate.
In defining clusters, we consider that a particle is linked to
another one if the distance between them rijrcut	1+.
We calculate the radius of gyration of the clusters, Rg, and
cluster-cluster nearest-neighbor separation Rnn. In general,
only clusters larger than N=5 particles are considered for the
calculation of the averaged values Rgt and Rnnt. For
each time t, statistical averages over 20 different runs have
been performed for each quench.
B. Role of shear at initial stages of the cluster nucleation
1. Analysis of the induction time
In the absence of shear it has been observed 64 that after
quenching the system into the two-phase region Um
 Uc there is an initial period of time, known as induction
time when very small clusters or nuclei try to grow but even-
tually revert to single particles 65. The induction time is
expected to depend on both the quench depth Um−Uc and
shear rate. Figure 5 shows the temporal evolution of the
mean cluster radius of gyration Rgt for a shallow quench
Um=3.2 where it shows a plateau after only a few time
steps. During this period, small clusters do not evolve into
larger ones. The same behavior is observed In the inset of
TABLE I. Relation between nonadsorbing polymer volume frac-
tion, p and the absolute value Um of the potential minimum for
=0.1.
p Um /kBT
0.2293 3.2
0.2334 3.3
0.2414 3.5
0.3664 7.0
0.5998 15.0
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FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of the mean cluster radius of gyra-
tion Rgt for different shear rates in polymer-depletion driven
colloids quenched to Um=3.2 close to the critical value Uc

3.130kBT where the order-disorder transition occurs. Error bars
using confidence intervals of 90% student’s t-distribution are de-
picted for shear rate ˙=0.1 as a representative example of the mag-
nitude of the errors involved in the measures obtained by averaging
over runs with different initial conditions. The inset plot shows the
behavior of the mean distance between clusters Rnnt for the
same systems. In both cases, a plateau is observed at initial times
100 t2000 which indicates the existence of an initial induction
time previous to the formation of viable nuclei for crystallization.
Note how both Rnnt and Rgt show a remarkable similarity in
their temporal evolution over this time period.
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Fig. 5 for the mean cluster-cluster nearest-neighbor separa-
tion Rnnt. Three different regimes can be distinguished in
Fig. 5: An initial preplateau regime in which the systems
start forming initial aggregation seeds Rgt grows, and the
distance between clusters Rnnt decreases, see 67 for
more details; a second stage the first plateau, t
 100,2000 in which seeds try to grow in size but thermal
fluctuations break the seeds before they can reach the critical
size to have a sustained growth; and finally a third stage in
which due to the randomness of the aggregation phenomena,
some nuclei manage to exceed the critical size before fading
away, and the crystallization process starts. It should be no-
ticed that data in Fig. 5 has been averaged over 20 runs, and
therefore individual cluster size fluctuations cannot be ob-
served in Fig. 5. At large times, the onset to a second plateau
is observed in Fig. 5. This second plateau corresponds to the
steady state regime, and is discussed later in the paper.
In order to estimate the value of the induction time, the
mean coordination number Cnt is computed. This is de-
fined as the mean number of links per particle for particles
with at least one link. Thus, Cnt=1 indicates that the
system is composed only of monomers and dimers. Figure 6
shows the coordination number for several shear rates with
Um=3.2. The plateau regime is reached in a few time steps
and the mean coordination time stays roughly steady below
Cnt=2. The plateau period ends with a sudden increase of
Cnt. A practical definition of the induction time i is ob-
tained by defining it as the time the system needs to reach the
value Cnt=2 which points to the time at which the pla-
teau ends.
The induction times computed for different shear rates are
depicted in Figs. 7a and 7b. Results show that induction
times reduce substantially as one moves slightly away from
the order-disorder phase boundary Uc
−3.130kBT. None-
theless, in shallow quenches Um=3.2,3.3 an optimal shear
rate that minimizes the induction time is observed. Beyond
that point, shear is detrimental to the ordering of the system.
Thus, close to the phase boundary, small amounts of shear
help to trigger the aggregation process. These results agree
remarkably with the experimental results of Penkova et al.
28 where they find that very small shear rates strongly af-
fect nucleation. The authors also show the existence in some
systems of an optimal shear rate that corresponds to a maxi-
mum nucleation rate. Enhancement of crystallization by
shearing seen in our simulations is also in agreement with
other recent experimental studies where stirring the solution
is reported to enhance the crystallization process 29,30.
The existence of an optimal shear rate could be of crucial
importance in initializing the crystallization of many sub-
stances. Furthermore, as Penkova et al. suggested in their
work, the existence of an optimal shear rate could also help
to explain the differences observed between crystallization
experiments carried out in microgravity and earth-based
laboratories.
Both the induction times as well as the range of shears
beneficial to crystallization shrink for deeper quench depths
Um Uc. Remarkably, the induction times grow asymp-
totically to  at a finite shear rate ˙*Um that depends on the
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FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of the mean coordination number
Cn for different shear rates considered in Fig. 5.
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FIG. 7. a and b show the induction time as
a function of shear rate for quenches Um
=3.2,3.3, respectively. Results clearly show that
for systems close to the order-disorder transition
boundary Uc
3.130kBT, there is an optimal
shear rate that minimizes the induction time be-
fore the start of the crystallization. Plot c de-
picts the induction times predicted by a toy model
see text using the following model parameters:
Critical size nth=10, lb=1, BS=BB=1, and Be
=1000 see text. Modification of these param-
eters changes the absolute values obtained with
the toy model but the qualitative trends are simi-
lar to those obtained in a and b.
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quench depth. This implies that for ˙˙* crystallization is
suppressed because no viable nuclei are able to form 68.
2. Dual nature of shear
An important question that needs to be addressed now is
why low shear rates trigger the nucleation process. Shear is
expected to weaken the effective attractive interaction be-
tween neighboring particles due to the mechanical stress that
pulls apart particles which have slightly different relative po-
sitions along the gradient direction. Indeed, this negative ef-
fect of shear is observed in our simulations. Figure 8 shows
how shear weakens the effective particle-particle interaction
between neighboring particles Ubondt during the induction
period. In the measurement of Ubondt, two particles are
considered to form a pair bond or link if its relative dis-
tance rij1+. When the shear rate is zero, Ubondt is
expected to be close to the minimum Um but shifted towards
more positive values due to the thermal fluctuations and the
asymmetry of the potential. Indeed, the observed shifts are
quite small, but close to the order-disorder transition bound-
ary, any subtle change in the effective interaction can be
extremely important. A rough estimation of the shift in the
effective energy induced by shear is possible. Here the focus
is on the case of small clusters most of them dimers found
during the induction period. The calculation of the shift in
the effective energy for larger clusters as those found in the
stationary regime is more involved and will be discussed
later in Sec. IV C 2.
In order to explain the changes of Ubondt during the
induction period, it is enough to consider the slight differ-
ence in velocities v= ˙y that exist between two bonded
particles having slightly different positions along the gradi-
ent direction. For the sake of simplicity particles are assumed
to be separated by a constant distance lb. A further assump-
tion is that all bond orientations have the same probability to
occur the last condition will hold when thermal noise is
much larger than the anisotropy imposed by shear. Thus, the
excess kinetic energy between two linked particles due to
translation is
Kt 	m2 vij2 = m4 lb2˙2, 12
where particle mass m is taken as unity, and ¯ implies an
average over all possible relative orientations. The kinetic
energy due to rotations for small clusters is neglected. It
should be pointed out that the inverse will hold for large
clusters. The difference between the value of Ubondt at a
certain shear rate ˙ and the value at zero shear rate must be
roughly equal to difference in kinetic energies, i.e., Kt

Ubond˙−Ubond˙=0. The inset of Fig. 8 shows a remark-
able agreement between predictions from Eq. 12 and simu-
lations for shallow quenches Um=3.2,3.3. during the induc-
tion time.
Thus, the observation of an optimal nonzero shear rate for
the induction time implies that a second effect must counter-
act the negative effects of shear on crystallization. As it has
been suggested in previous works 31,39, a plausible expla-
nation is that shear enhances the rate of collisions between
particles with respect to Brownian diffusion which in turn
will enhance the probability of creating a viable nucleus. A
hint pointing in this direction can be obtained from the fol-
lowing simplified toy model in two dimensions. Let fcn be
the mean rate of single particles colliding against a cluster of
size n, which is a function of the radius of the cluster rn
n1/2. The collisions are due to both Brownian movement,
and shear. The part of the collision rate due to the Brownian
movement of the particles is expected to be proportional to
the section rn of the cluster. On the other hand the collision
rate due to shear is expected to be proportional to fv˙r2n.
The last can be proved easily by assuming the cluster to be at
y=0 and exposed to a flow of particles with a velocity vx
= ˙y. The number of particles the cluster collects during a dt
interval in the section y ,y+dy is dNy,y+dy= fvvxdtdy
= fvy˙dtdy. Integrating dNy,y+dy /dt over all section seg-
ments, i.e., from −rn to +rn leads to the aforementioned
result. Therefore, the total collision rate can be written as
fcn 	 BSr2n˙ + BBrn , 13
where the factors BS and BB are adjustable parameters corre-
sponding to shear and Brownian rates, respectively. Once a
particle collides with the cluster of size n, it has a certain
probability of aggregating that is proportional to the number
of bonds the particle can establish with the neighbor particles
in the surface of the cluster nb. Each bond will contribute to
the Boltzmann factor of the bonded state with an energy
Ubond˙=0+K where K is given in Eq. 12. The energy
associated to the nonbonded state is taken as zero. Therefore,
the aggregation probability of a colliding particle is
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FIG. 8. Mean interaction energy Ubondt between pairs of par-
ticles inside clusters are shown for several shear rates during the
induction time in systems quenched to Um=3.2. The mechanical
stress created by the shear tends to increase the distance between
particles and the interaction between two particles is less binding.
The inset shows a comparison between the energy shifts Ubond
	Ubond˙−Ubond˙=0 predicted by Eq. 12 and the simulations
for quenches Um=3.2,3.3. The solid line is the theoretical predic-
tion, circles and squares are values for Um=3.2 and Um=3.3,
respectively.
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Prn,nb =
exp− nbUbond˙ = 0 + K
1 + exp− nbUbond˙ = 0 + K
, 14
where for simplicity nb=n for clusters of size n3, and nb
=4 for n4. Values of nb4 are not considered because
new aggregating particles will stick to the periphery of the
cluster and therefore they will be only partially surrounded
by other particles of the cluster. In fact, during nucleation,
clusters are not expected to be very large, and as a further
simplification it can be assumed that all particles in the clus-
ter are proposed to leave the cluster with the same rate Be.
The particle escape is accepted with probability Pern ,nb
=1− Prn ,nb. The qualitative behavior of the induction
times can be assessed using the toy model by measuring the
time a cluster of size n=1 needs to grow in size up to a
certain threshold size nth which represents the critical size for
a cluster to be large enough to sustain a continuous growth
against thermal fluctuations. Plot c in Fig. 7 shows the
induction times obtained from the toy model to reach a criti-
cal size nth=10 with parameters lb=1, BS=BB=1 and Be
=1000. A comparison of plots a and b with c in Fig. 7
shows that the behavior of the induction times in the toy
model have qualitatively the same trends: Optimal shear rate,
reduction of the induction times when deeper quenches are
performed, and an asymptotic behavior of the induction time
at high shear rates. The qualitative predictions of the toy
model are unaffected by reasonable changes in the value of
the parameters of the model BS, BB, Be, nth. Thus, despite its
simplicity, the toy model shows that shear can play a positive
role in nucleation due to the enhanced transport it promotes.
The optimal shear rate would arise from the competition of
the two opposing effects of shear: Weakening of the effective
pair interaction and enhancement of particle transport.
C. Steady state
1. Characterization of the mean cluster size
Once the induction period ends, nuclei of the solid phase
crystal starts to grow into large clusters. Under shear the
system is expected to reach a steady state with a shear-
dependent mean cluster size 26,43,46,48,51 see Fig. 5. In
addition, previous simulations have reported shear to pro-
mote the compaction of fractal clusters 69. This is consis-
tent with our observations for deep quenches see Fig. 9 for
Um=15. The degree of compactness is observed to increase
with the shear rate. As for deep quenched systems with low
shear rates the mean size of the clusters is very large in the
steady state; we often needed to increase the system size to
L=512 and L=1024. The temporal evolution of sheared sys-
tems depicted in Fig. 9 seems to suggest that in the low shear
regime clusters aggregate until some critical size is reached
when shear tends to break the big clusters. Note also the
increased number of monomers that coexist with large aggre-
gates at high shear rates.
An estimation 70 of the mean critical size of clusters
N50 when they break sbreaksteady as a function of the shear
rate and the quench Um is presented in Table II. The steady
state mean values, denoted by ¯steady have been obtained
by averaging over 20 different runs the conformations in the
steady state. A comparison of sbreaksteady with the mean size
of the clusters larger than N=5 particles ssteady shows that
in general the breaking size is 30%–40% larger than the
mean size. Therefore, from the inspection of Table II and
Fig. 9 it can be concluded that the existence in the steady
state of a perpetual cycle in which clusters aggregate among
them until a certain critical size is exceeded and the meta-
stable cluster breaks mainly into several smaller pieces that
restart the process of aggregation.
Despite the fact that clusters seem to break under the in-
fluence of shear at sizes larger than the mean size of the
clusters in the system, the mean values are still expected to
be representative of the steady states in sheared systems.
Figure 10 shows the mean radius of gyration Rgsteady of
clusters larger than N=5 particles in the steady state as a
function of the shear rate. At low shear rates a power-law
regime Rgsteady˙−1/3 is observed for shallow and moderate
quenches Um=3.5,7. For deep quenches Um=15 the expo-
nent seems to be larger than −1 /3, but smaller than an ex-
ponent −1 /2. Doi and Chen 46 using a two-dimensional
sticky particle model, reported an exponent −2 /3 for simu-
lations corresponding to very deep quenches. The exponent
seen in our study is not that large, however, this does not rule
out that the value of the exponent increases with the value of
the quench Um towards the Doi-Chen reported exponent.
Remarkably, the −1 /3 power law has been already predicted
by Wessel and Ball 44 who derived it by assuming that the
bending moment induced by shear, RFR3R3o˙
where  is the shear stress, needs to exceed a certain critical
value that depends on the pair energy in order to break the
cluster. We would also like to point out that an exponent
value of −1 /3 is also seen in phase separating polymer mix-
tures under shear 71–73.
At high shear rates, a larger exponent characterizing a
reduction in the size of clusters beyond the predicted −1/3
behavior is observed in Fig. 10. A possible explanation for
this further reduction in size is the existence of parallel
mechanisms different from cluster breaking, like surface
erosion of small particles that increases in importance for
high shear rates. The inset of Fig. 10 shows the fraction  of
particles in clusters of size N5 for several quenches Um
=3.5,7 ,15: A clear correlation between the breakdown of the
power law ˙−1/3 and the presence of clusters N5 is ob-
served. Thus, beyond a certain shear rate not only the break-
ing of oversized clusters contributes to limit the growth of
clusters but also the continuous erosion of particles becomes
an important mechanism. The fragmentation and erosion pro-
cesses in two-dimensional aggregates have been recently re-
viewed by Vassileva et al. 74. Their observation that ero-
sion occurs only beyond a critical shear rate close to the
shear rate necessary for fragmentation is consistent with our
simulation results.
In addition, Fig. 10 shows that the breakdown of the −1/3
regime depends on the depth of the quench Um. This result
is consistent with the idea that at constant shear rate erosion
is less probable to occur for strongly attractive particles. It
should be noted that the erosion mechanism is in part bal-
anced by an extra flow of eroded particles arriving at the
cluster from other clusters. In this way the net effect of shear
consists of shifting partially the dynamical equilibrium be-
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tween the free particles and large clusters towards the forma-
tion of small clusters.
2. Importance of the rotation of the clusters
The combination of shear and friction forces acting on the
cluster leads to the rotation of the aggregates with respect to
the perpendicular axis passing along their center of mass.
The effect induced by the rotation of a cluster as a rigid body
increase in importance with the size of the cluster. Rotations
are expected to decrease the energy per bond and make the
clusters less stable. Effect of rotations in the stability of
bonds between particles have been invoked by Selomulya et
al. 51 in order to explain their experimental results in
which particles reach a maximum size before reaching a sig-
nificantly smaller steady state value. The inset a of Fig. 11
shows the measured mean angular velocities of the clusters
steady as a function of the shear rate ˙ for Um=3.5,15. In
the case of circular clusters it is straightforward to show that
the angular velocity of a cluster behaves as = ˙ /2. Results
in inset a show a remarkable agreement between the mean
angular velocities obtained in simulations and the theoretical
prediction ˙ /2 dashed line. The mean angular velocities
can be used to evaluate the total kinetic energy of circular
clusters due to rotation McRg
22 /2 where Mc is the mass of
the cluster. The rotation plus the translation of the cluster as
a rigid body stretches the bonds between particles, and there-
fore the effective energy per bond is expected to be weaker
than at zero shear rate. The increase in the energy per bond
can be easily estimated if particles inside the circular cluster
are assumed to be packed forming a hexagonal compact lat-
tice and edge effects are neglected. In that case the number
of effective bonds per particle is three and the kinetic energy
per bond due to rotations is Kr=mRg
2˙2 /24. Thus, combining
translational see Eq. 12 and rotational energies, the in-
crease in energy per bond is expected to be
FIG. 9. Snapshots showing the
temporal evolution of a deep
quenched system, Um=15, for
three different shear rates ˙
=0.01,0.1,1.0. For the sake of
clarity, only a fraction of the total
area of the simulated systems is
shown. Shear is observed to com-
pact the initial fractal aggregates,
and break large clusters into
smaller pieces. For high shear
rates, an additional mechanism
consisting of the erosion of single
and small aggregates from the sur-
face of large clusters also becomes
important. Last frames correspond
to typical snapshots already in the
steady state regime at higher
shear rates the dynamics is faster
and smaller times are needed to at-
tend the steady state.
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Ubond 	 Ubond˙ − Ubond˙ = 0
= Kr + Kt =
m
24
Rg
2˙2 +
m
4
lb
2˙2. 15
Figure 11 and the inset b show a comparison between the
theoretical prediction for Ubond stars and the simulation
results open circles for Um=3.5. A remarkable agreement
is observed for low shear rates whereas roughly a factor 2 of
difference is observed at high shear rates high shear rates
data are shown in the inset b. The mismatch at high shear
rates can be explained due to the reduction in size of the
clusters and the subsequent increase of the ratio between the
particles in the periphery of the cluster and the inner particles
forming a hexagonal compact structure. Under these circum-
stances the number of effective bonds per pair is expected to
reduce from three to lower values when shear is increased,
and therefore Ubond is expected to be larger than Eq. 15
predicts.
The remarkable agreement between the simulation results
and the predictions for circular rigid bodies can be used to
attempt to introduce a simple model in order to explain the
cluster breaking. In this model, the kinetic energy gained by
a cluster is assumed to be eventually responsible for the
breaking of the cluster. It is simple to show that the total
kinetic energy of a circular aggregate, once the velocity of
the center of mass has been discounted, can be approximated
ignoring edge effects as
KTN = m˙2q 116N2rp2 + 34Nlb2 , 16
where rp is the radius of a monomer, and q is the packing
factor for a 2D hexagonal lattice which is  /12
0.9. The
relations Mc=Nm and Rg
2
=qrp
2N /2 have been used.
TABLE II. Results obtained in the steady state regime for the
mean size of clusters larger than N=50 when they break
sbreaksteady. The mean size of clusters larger than N=5 particles
ssteady, and the estimated value of the mass break according to Eq.
18 Sbreak
model are also shown.
Um /kBT ˙ sbreaksteady ssteady Sbreak
model
3.5 0.01 2470 1700 9950
0.016 2190 1350 5580
0.025 2050 1500 3220
0.04 1230 1000 1800
0.06 840 615 1100
0.1 560 400 580
0.16 380 235 320
0.4 145 32 90
0.6 43 10 48
7 0.1 730 560 900
15 0.01 6200 4900 19000
0.016 4410 3270 13700
0.025 2990 2300 7850
0.04 2290 1670 4420
0.1 1140 880 1430
0.16 950 710 800
0.4 480 310 250
0.6 330 210 140
1.0 200 100 70
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FIG. 10. The mean radius of gyration Rgsteady of clusters larger
than N=5 in the steady state is plotted as a function of the shear rate
in a log-log plot. To guide the eye, lines with slope −1 /3 and −1 /2
have been plotted. For quenches Um=3.5,7 a ˙−1/3 power-law re-
gime is observed at low shear rates, for deep quenches Um=15 the
exponent is larger than −1 /3 but lower than −1 /2 see text. The
inset shows in a log-log scale the average fraction steady of clus-
ters with size N5 for different quenches Um=3.5,7 ,15. A cor-
relation between the breakdown of the ˙−1/3 law and the increase of
the number of single and small clusters N5 is observed.
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FIG. 11. The change in the effective energy per bond in the
steady state Ubond=Ubond˙−Ubond˙=0 is shown as a function
of the shear rate ˙ for U=3.5. Circles denote simulation results
and stars denote our theoretical prediction. Mean radii of gyration
Rgsteady obtained from simulations are used to evaluate Eq. 15.
The inset plot a shows the mean angular velocity of the clusters in
the steady state regime steady as a function of shear rate for
Um=3.5,15. The dashed line shows the theoretical prediction
steady= ˙ /2. The inset plot b depicts the same as the main figure
but for a larger range of shear rates.
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It is easy to show using Eq. 16 that large circular clus-
ters are in a metastable state with respect to various splitting
modes. For instance, in the case of binary splitting N
→N /2+N /2, if clusters are large enough that kinetic energy
is the dominant contribution, then the energy would roughly
reduce by a factor of one-half if splitting is allowed KTN
2KTN /2KTN /2. Nonetheless the splitting reaction
involves a barrier energy roughly equal to the number of
bonds that need to be broken along one of the diameters of
the circle EbarrierN
3Ubond˙qN. The probability of a
cluster of size N to cross the potential barrier Pbreak can be
modeled as
Pbreak  exp− EbarrierNKTN  . 17
Once the breaking probability is known, the mean breaking
size can be estimated as
Sbreak
model = 
0

fNNdN , 18
where fN represents the probability density function of
clusters able to grow up to size N−1 but that split at size N,
i.e.,
fN 	 gN

i=1

gi
, 19
where the function gx is defined as
gx 	 
i=1
x−1
1 − PbreakiPbreakx . 20
The last column in Table II shows the predicted mean break-
ing sizes using Eq. 18 for the corresponding systems. In
that calculation rp=0.5, Ubond→ Um, lb=1. Despite many
simplifications used in the model, the values predicted by Eq.
18 are of the same order of magnitude when compared to
the mean breaking sizes observed in simulations. In fact, for
shallow quenches and large shear rates, in which clusters
resemble circular aggregates, the agreement is remarkable.
The observed key role of the kinetic energy in the stability
of the clusters suggests that systems having a similar relation
between the kinetic energy of clusters measured in bond
units should be closely related. A simple calculation shows
that the total kinetic energy associated with a circular cluster
can be related to its mean radius of gyration as K
2Rgsteady4. Figure 12 shows that plotting the mean ki-
netic energy of clusters K in units of bond energy Ubond
→ Um as a function of the product of the mass of the cluster
Mc and the shear rate ˙ leads to a master curve for our data.
Figure 12 in addition to simulations with friction constant
=0.5 also contain results from additional simulations per-
formed at =2. The inset plot shows that for quenches U
=3.5,7 the data roughly follows a power law with exponent
2 /3.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Extensive Langevin dynamics simulations have been used
in this work to study the effects of shear rates on the kinetics
of crystallization in colloidal systems. Two different systems
such as charge stabilized Yukawa repulsive and depletion
driven attractive Asakura-Oosawa colloids have been cho-
sen as model colloidal systems. Results show that in both
cases, low shear rates can promote an enhancement of the
kinetics of crystallization.
Low shear rates are observed to speed up the ordering of
the system. For Yukawa repulsive colloids low shear plays an
important role when the strength of the potential VO is large.
At optimal shear rates the degree of order is larger than the
one obtained for zero shear. This seems to arise from the fact
that shear helps to iron out defects that otherwise makes the
sample polycrystalline. For larger shear rates, similar to the
ones previously studied by Butler and Harrowell 17 in their
3D simulations, our results confirm that shear substantially
hampers crystallization. Similarities between our 2D model
and the 3D results of BH at zero shear rate and at moderate
Deborah numbers suggest that the existence of an optimal
shear rate seen in our 2D simulations should also be present
in 3D. Such a 3D simulation of the order-disorder process is
currently under study.
Analysis of the diffusion coefficient along the gradient
direction is carried out. We find that the diffusion coefficient
increases with a power law with the shear rate as Dy ˙0.7
followed by a crossover to a regime Dy ˙2. The exponent
0.7 is in agreement with the predictions of the Breedveld-
Levine 61 theoretical model adapted for our two-
dimensional geometry.
In the case of depletion-driven attractive colloids, our re-
sults show that low shear rates can reduce the induction time
needed for crystals to grow. This effect is strong close to the
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FIG. 12. The figure shows that simulation data can be mapped
onto a master curve by plotting the kinetic energy of the cluster in
units of pair interactions Rgsteady
4 ˙2 /U versus the product of the
shear rate and the mean number of monomers mass inside the
clusters ˙Mc. Here, two different friction constants =0.5,2 have
been used. The inset plot is a log-log plot of the same data in which
data roughly fit a power law with exponent 2 /3.
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phase boundary of the order-disorder transition. An optimal
shear rate that minimizes the induction time is observed in
the simulation. This can be explained in terms of the compe-
tition of two opposite effects of shear: On the one hand,
shear is observed to weaken the effective interaction between
particles due to the mechanical stress, but on the other hand
shear provides an extra flow of particles to the nuclei which
can speed up their growth in addition to the usual flow of
particles provided by Brownian movements. This analysis is
supported by a simple theoretical model in which predicted
induction times show similar characteristics to the results
observed in our simulations. Use of low shear flows could
have important implications in crystallization processes of
proteins, for example allowing the speed up of the crystal-
lization process and yielding higher quality crystals.
Enhancements of the aggregation kinetics similar to what
we observed in our simulations has been previously reported
in several experiments 28–31, and in the very recent work
of Mokshin-Barrat 39. The present work also helps to put
into context previous simulation works 38,37 that con-
cluded that shear had a negative effect on aggregation. Such
claims are correct for the range of shear rates covered in the
previous simulations. However, as mentioned earlier, en-
hancing effects of shear can be observed at lower shear rates.
We also note that very high shear rates could induce a reen-
tering transition to the ordered state as observed experimen-
tally by Haw et al. 33.
Shear is observed to induce a steady state in which the
aggregates crystals reach a limiting mean size. In the case
of deep quenches, shear compress the initial fractal clusters.
At low shear rates the aggregation process continues until a
critical size is reached when the cluster is not able to main-
tain the cohesion due to the mechanical stress and ends up
being split in to a few pieces which restart the aggregation
process. In this regime it is possible at least for shallow and
moderate quenches to characterize the dependence of the
mean cluster size as a function of the shear rate via a
Rgsteady˙−1/3 power law previously predicted 44. At
higher shear rates it is speculated that the erosion of particles
from the cluster surface also plays an important role in lim-
iting the cluster size in the steady state. This leads to a de-
viation of the Rgsteady˙−1/3 power law in favor of a faster
decrease of Rgsteady with the shear rate ˙.
A detailed analysis of the cluster rotations induced by
shear shows that the rotational kinetic energy of clusters is
important in determining the stability of large clusters. A
very rudimentary model based on considering the kinetic en-
ergy of circular aggregates have been introduced. The model
is observed to roughly predict the mean size of the breaking
clusters for those cases in which clusters resemble circular
aggregates. Most of the simulation systems for depletion
driven colloids are observed to collapse onto a master curve
when the kinetic energy of the cluster expressed in bond
units is plotted against the product of the cluster mass and
the shear.
The present work has been performed in the NVT en-
semble. For constant pressure simulations Gibbs ensemble,
we expect the main qualitative trends to hold. In the case of
repulsive colloids at constant pressure, we expect the par-
ticles to have an effective exclude volume smaller than in the
case the volume of the system is fixed. Thus, the transition to
the ordered state as well as the beneficial effects of little
amounts of shear on crystallization are expected to be shifted
to higher repulsive strengths of the potential higher VO. In
the case of attractive colloidal systems at constant pressure,
due to the low density of colloidal particles, their aggrega-
tion is expected to have a minor contribution to the change of
the pressure in the system, and therefore the only important
parameter to characterize the behavior of the system is the
area fraction of colloids present in the system. The area frac-
tion can be either regulated via pressure or by fixing the
volume of the system to a certain size. We expect that our
results would stimulate further theoretical and experimental
studies towards the understanding of the role of shear for
colloidal systems in widely different physical situations.
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APPENDIX
In this study, simulations using boundary conditions simi-
lar to Lees-Edwards LE boundary conditions 60 are per-
formed. For a flow profile as given in Eq. 2, the original LE
boundary conditions state that if a particle leaves the system
in the gradient direction eˆy y 0,L, it will be reinserted
in the simulation box with a velocity in the shear direction eˆx
corrected by Vdeˆx, where Vd	 ˙L is the difference in ve-
locities between the two sides of the cell in the eˆy direction.
The boundary conditions for the positions can be summa-
rized as
a = NINT yoldL − 12 , A1
b = xold − atVd, A2
xnew = b − L NINT bL − 12 , A3
ynew = yold − aL , A4
where NINT h is the nearest integer to h. The nearest image
convention using Lees-Edwards boundary conditions can be
summarized as
x* = xi − xj , A5
y* = yi − yj , A6
c = NINTy*
L
 , A7
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d = x* − ctVd, A8
x = d − L NINT dL , A9
y = y* − cL . A10
In our work, the van Gunsteren–Berendsen algorithm
BDGB 57 is used to perform the simulations. This algo-
rithm uses only positions at steps t and t−dt to compute
positions at t+dt. Thus, the Lees-Edwards boundary condi-
tions should be modified in the context of BDGB algorithm
in the following way: Once the new position has been com-
puted and it is detected that a particle is crossing the bound-
aries in the direction eˆy, we apply the usual corrections and
before the beginning of a new step, the change xt
→xtVddt is performed. Although this is a simplified pic-
ture, we do obtain the desired mean velocity profiles and
confirm that the fluctuating part of the velocity profiles cf.
Eq. 2 do not depend of the distance of the particles from
the boundaries when proper time steps dt are used in the
simulations as mentioned in Secs. III and IV.
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